all the nearest neighbours of a 's being 6's and vice versa, and equal numbers of atoms of each of two types A and B. This is the i example of an assembly showing long-range order. We discuss the new method and compare it with the older methods in full detail for this case, showing th at it is equivalent to Bethe's method in its first approximation. In this comparison the precise statistical significance of Bethe's method becomes fully apparent, for perhaps the first time. We then proceed to apply the new method to the more general case, by removing the restric tion to equal numbers of atoms A and B. The superior power of the quasichemical method becomes evident at this stage. I t should also be applicable more widely to other types of lattice.
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T he en e r g y of a crystal composed of equal n u m be r s OF ATOMS A AND B
We start by considering a crystal composed of 2 N atoms, of which are A 's and N are B 's (e.g. /?-brass; A = Cu, B = Zn). The presence of lon range order means th a t one can distinguish two types of lattice points a and 6; each a is assumed to have z sites 6 as neighbours a (in ^-brass, z -8). Let us denote by Nr the number of sites occupied by A atoms; here Nr will also be equal to the number of b sites occupied by B atoms. The number of a sites occupied by B 's, and the number of b sites occupied by A 's will both be N (lr ) .There are in the crystal zN pairs of neighbouring sites ab, whose arrangements must now be specified. We use the symbols A/a, etc. to mean an atom A on a site a, e tc .; and A/a, et neighbours AB of which the A is on an a site and the 15 on a 6 site, etc. I any configuration of given r we have the following relations:
[A/a, A/b] = [A/ B/b] + [B/a, B/b] = zNr, (2-1) [A/a,A/b] + [B/a,A/b] = (2-2)
in which the [ ] denote the numbers of pairs of the type specified by the enclosed symbols. I t follows th at one more parameter is sufficient to specify the most general possible arrangements of pairs for given r. We use a parameter x, so defined th at zNx is the number of pairs of type A/a, A/b. In the perfectly ordered state x = 0. The number of pairs of each type for given r and x is shown in table 1. The current theories of super-lattices all assume th at the configurational energy is equal to the sum of independent contributions due to each pair of neighbours. Denoting the contribution of an pair by etc. an<^ using table 1, the energy of a configuration of given r and x is found to be zN Xab + zN x (Xaa + Xbb ~ 2Xab )> independent of r. Writing
we see th at the configurational energy is
Thus 2y is the work required to replace two AB pairs by an AA pair and a BB pair. Statistical thermodynamics of super-lattices
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To determine the equilibrium properties of the alloy the essential problem is to determine the average or equilibrium value of x. The quasi-chemical method consists in making the assumption that, in the equilibrium state,
If we replaced the right-hand side of the equation by unity, we should obtain a random distribution of pairs (consistent with a given value of r), and this approximation leads to the formulae of Gorsky and of Bragg and Williams. The exponential factor favours the configurations with pairs of lower energy * at the expense of those of higher energy in the manner characteristic of a chemical dissociative equilibrium, since -2y is the amount by which the energy of the two AB pairs in the numerator on the left-hand side of (2*5) exceeds that of the AA and BB pairs in the denominator. We shall not at this stage attem pt any more rigorous justification of (2-5). The analogous formula in the absence of long-range order has been discussed at length (Rushbrooke 1938; Guggenheim 1938 ) and leads to acceptable results. For the present we treat (2-5) as a reasonable guess and examine the conclusions to which it leads.
Using the values of table 1, we obtain for equilibrium {r-x){ 1-7-x) = x2e2x'kT, (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) with the relevant root {l + 4r(l -*)(eWM,-l ) } * -l 2(c*x/*a,-i )
giving the equilibrium value of x for given r according to the quasi-chemical method. If we introduce the usual long-range order s defined by
Substituting this value of x for x in (2-4), we obtain for the equilibrium energy E(s) of the crystal, averaged over all states of given long-range order s,
which can be written in the alternative form
If we replace the exponential in (2*11) by unity, we see at once th a t we recover the approximation of Bragg and Williams, Nzx X ( 2-12) 3. T he fr ee en e r g y for g iv e n lo ng-rang e order From formula (2T1) for the equilibrium energy E(s) we can derive the free energy F(s) for given s by integrating the thermodynamic relation If the fixed limit of integration is taken at 0, = oo, the integration constant in F(s)JT is -klogg(s), where g(s) denotes the number of distinguishable configurations bf given s, and is given by
A detailed derivation of this formula is given, for example, by Kirkwood (1938) , as well as in several others of the papers referred to. Using (2*11) and (3-3) in the integrated form of (3*1), we obtain
To evaluate this integral we may conveniently use the substitution {1 -f (1 -s2)(e2*/fcT -1)}* = a, when the integral rationalizes and we find (3-4) (3-5)
We observe incidentally that, if we choose to take as energy zero the completely ordered crystal, Xab -b, and all terms in Xab may be omitted throughout. We prefer, however, to keep our formulae independent of any arbitrary choice of energy zero, especially since there has been occasional confusion on this point.
E quilibrium state at a g iv en tem perature
Having obtained an explicit formula for the configurational free energy F(s) as a function of T for any given s, we have now merely to minimize F(s) at each temperature. The value of s so determined is then the equi librium value of s at that temperature, and the remaining equilibrium properties follow a t once by using this value of s in F(s) and F(s). For high values of X/kT the minimizing value of s has a value greater than zero, which decreases as X/kF decreases. At a certain value of (~ 0-288) t minimizing value of s becomes zero, and remains zero for all lower v X/kF. All this is well known, and it is only the exact quantitative deductions obtained by the quasi-chemical method th at call for comparison with those obtained by other methods. Using formula (3-6) for F(s), we find with the help of (3-5) that All stationary values of F(s) are given by the root of
Equation (4-3) is always satisfied by 0. At temperatures less than a Curie temperature Tc it is also satisfied by another value s* of s. I t can be verified algebraically that, when T <T gives the s = 0 a maximum of F(s). The equilibrium state is therefore given for T < Tcby s -s* > 0. When T >TC the only stationary value is 0 and th gives the minimum of F(s). When T <there must flexion between s* and 0 at which d2F(s = 0. As 0 therefore must the inflexion. I t follows th at Tc is determined by the simultaneous satisfaction of the equations
Using (4-1) and (4-2), these conditions reduce to a = z/(z -2), or
This is exactly the Curie temperature given by Bethe's (4-3) and (2-9), which may be taken in the form method. Equations
supplemented of course by F(s) if required, give the equilibrium state according to the quasi-chemical method.
. E quivalence of the q u a si-chemical a n d B e t h e 's methods
The identity of (4-6) for Tc with the corresponding equation given by Bethe suggests the possibility th at the results of the two methods, in this case a t least, are identical. The set of equations containing the results of Bethe's method for this case may be put in the form (Bethe 1935 , § 6)
where e is a parameter given by the correct root of the equation
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Somewhat surprisingly equations (4-7~4-9) and (5* 1-5-3) are fully equivalent.
We can combine equations (5-1, 5-2) to give an expression for E(s) of the form const. +Nzxe(l-s)/(e + exlkT).
If we define e'
, not yet necessarily Bethe's e, by the equation
so as to make the energy expressions (4-8) and (5-2) agree formally, and use equations (4-7) and (4-9), we can show th at e' also satisfies (5-1) and (5*3) and is therefore identical with Bethe's e. These elegant tricks are, however, far from satisfactory as a complete account of the relationship. By returning to the foundations of Bethe's method one can establish its complete equivalence to the quasi-chemical method for lattices of this type for any values of the atomic ratios, not merely for equality.
The essence of Bethe's method is the construction of a grand partition function for a sample group of sites; in Bethe's own exposition for an a site and its z neighbours b, and for a b site and its z neighbours a. When the central site is an a site, the configurational factor in the grand partition function for the sample is of the form 
which is precisely the fundamental equation (2*5) of the quasi-chemical method. Since all the equilibrium properties of the alloy follow thermo dynamically from (2*5), we may infer from the identity of (5*7) and (2-5), together With the self-consistency of Bethe's equations, th at the two methods are completely equivalent. This inference holds here for all atomic ratios, not merely for the special case of equality, for which we have already verified it in detail in the earlier part of this section. From the way in which the extra factors ( )s~1 eliminate themselves from (5-7), it is clear th at it is unnecessary to consider in Bethe's manner a group of z + 1 sites. A group of a pair of neighbouring sites is sufficient and fully equivalent, since in this type of lattice the neighbours of a site are not nearest neighbours of each other. If we construct S ab for a pair of neigh bouring sites, we find £ab = At(A4 V aa^a + ^-b V ab £b) + ^b(^a Vab £a + ^bV bb £z?), (5'8) in which the £'s are appropriate correcting factors for the interaction of one atom of the pair with all other atoms except the other atom of the pair.
I t is possible, but not necessary, to correlate these £'s with the e's in (5-5 and three similar formulae, which lead as before to (5-7). I t is of some importance to observe th a t z does not enter the fundamental equation (2-5) or (5*7) at all, and only enters the final formula for E(s) or F(s) as the ratio {\z) of the number of pairs to the number of sites, because the two parts of F { s) depend, one on the number of pairs, and the other o the number of sites.
The results of Bethe's method for a simple ab lattice wdth equal numbers of atoms A and B have been thoroughly discussed elsewhere. Since the results of the quasi-chemical method are the same, we need not discuss them further in this case. Kirkwood (1938) has given an expansion for in powers of X/kT, up to and including the term in (x/kT)3, which is exact for the assumed ♦model, in which the only interactions are those between pairs of nearest neighbours. I t is easy to study rigorously the accuracy of Bethe's or the quasi-chemical method by expanding F(s)/NkT as given by (3*6) in powers of x/hF. We find by expansion that F^N k T^ = (1+ s)log ( 1+ s) + (1-5) log ( 1-5) " 21og 2 + ( 6-1) Equation (6-1) agrees exactly with Kirkwood's result (1938) , when allow ance is made for the different notation and an error of sign in Kirkwood's last term is corrected, the necessity for which was pointed out by Chang (I939a )-
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The accuracy of the quasi-chemical method for higher powers of cannot be estimated in the absence of exact formulae of Kirkwood's type for these higher terms.
In case comparisons between the result of the quasi-chemical method and accurate expansions in powers of 1 beyond 3 may some day be R . H . F o w ler a n d E . A. G uggenheim possible, we include the result of expanding (3-6) in powers of x/kT up to and including (y/AjT)6. I t is 7. U n eq u a l n u m be r s oe atoms A a n d B
Even the formulae for a simple ab lattice become very complicated when worked out in Bethe's manner for unequal numbers of atoms A and B (Easthope 1937). The work is greatly simplified by use of the quasi-chemical method, and the results are naturally the same.
Of the N sites a let Nr ( rf or right) be occupied by atoms A, by atoms B. Of the N sites 6 let Nq (q for queer) be occupied by atoms A, and A(1 -q )b y atoms B. We may without loss of generality assume th at r + q< 1, i.e. fewer A 's than B ' s. Let us define x as before s number of pairs (A/a, A jb). Then the zN pairs of neighbouring sites must be occupied as in table 2.
T able 2 [A/a,B/b] [A/a, A/b] [Bja, B/b] [B/a, A zN(r -x) zNx zN(l -r -q + x) zN(q-x)
The formulae establishing table 2 are simple extensions of (2-1) and (2-2). The configurational energy is now
zN(r + q) Xab + zN (l-r-q )
Xb + zN x(Xaa or, for shortness, E° + zNx2y.
E° is then the configurational energy for the greatest possible order, and y is still defined by (2-3).
The equation of quasi-chemical equilibrium is (r -x)(q -x) = x{ \ -r -q + x) e2*lkT. (7-2)
The relevant solution is
_ {l + [2{l-r-q) + ± rq ] y + (l-r-q )* y * Y -l-(l-r -
where we have written, for shortness' sake,
The equilibrium configurational energy is given by substituting x from (7*3) for x in (7-1), being then given as a function of r and these variables are equivalent to the long-range order and the atomic ratio. If is the number of A atoms, r + q^l is equivalent to 6A < We may define the long-range order s, in accordance with the usual convention, so that the number of A atoms on a sites is N6A{\ -f
We then have
In terms of d A, dB and s The integral reduces to [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] which gives an expression involving logarithms of functions of p' and /?. We shall not trouble to write this down explicitly here, since the explicit value of F(s) can be derived in a complete form even more simply by the method expounded in § 8. 
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On making the substitution (7-15), we find th at (1 -s) {0B -0 As)
By using the form (7-21) it may be readily verified th at this reduces to the form (4-1) when dB -d A =
The evaluation of d2F(s)/ds2, and its use to determine the Curie tem perature as a function of concentration, is also a simple matter, using any one of the forms for dF(s)/ds. I t is hardly worth while writing down the complete expression. It is found th at d2F(s)/ds2 = 0 for 0 when This equation, previously obtained by Easthope (1937) using Bethe's method, gives the complete variation of as a function of concentration to this approximation for the simple ab lattice. The maximum value of Tc occurs for d A = 6B -We shall not pursue the analysis further, since we already know that the results we shall obtain are equivalent to those of Bethe's method in a form which has already been given by Chang (1938 Chang ( , 1939a .
An approximate combinatory formula as a BASIS for the quasi-chemical method
We have so far treated formulae (2-4) or (7-2) as fundamental hypotheses of the quasi-chemical method, which we have introduced without further support than their own inherent reasonableness, by analogy witfTthe law of mass action in gaseous chemical equilibria. We shall now show th a t these formulae, more particularly (7-2) which included (2*6) as a special case, are equivalent to an approximate combinatory formula for the number of configurations of the assembly with given values of r and and a given value zNx, of the number of pairs, [If we c the number of such configurations may be calculated as if the various types of pairs do not interfere with one another, then, since there are zN pairs grouped as in table 2, the number of configurations would be
This is of course incorrect, firstly because the different pairs do in fact necessarily interfere with one another at least to some extent, and secondly because (8T) would not give, when summed over all values of x, the correct total number of configurations. We can remove the second defect by in serting a normalizing factor independent of x, and writing for the number of configurations g (N, r, q, x) 
We can moreover evaluate h(N,r,q) in (8-2), at least approximately, without much trouble. For Zx9(N > r><Lx) = 9 (N,r,q), and on using (7-9) we find
Now we can sum the Ux in (8-3) with sufficient accuracy by ident with its maximum term. The maximum term is determined by the condition (r -x) (q -x) = a; (lr -q + x ) , (8*4) x = rq, (8*5) which gives the value of x which corresponds to purely random arrangements of pairs of neighbours. I t follows that, with sufficient accuracy,
The corresponding explicit expression for g{N, r, q, x) is
So far we have merely been investigating the form of g (N, r, q, x) to which our suggested approximation for the number of configurations of given x leads us. We have now to apply the result to the thermodynamic problem. Since by (7T) the configurational energy for given x is 2^, the configurational partition function for given in this approximation, is
Ux g (N, r, q, It follows th at F(r,q) and E(r,q) may be derived at once from (8-8) by searching for the maximum term in (8-8) and so evaluating this part of the partition function. The condition for the maximum term, = gives (8*9) which is precisely the condition (7-2) for quasi-chemical equilibrium. I t follows at once th at the hypothesis of the non-interference of pairs, and the approximate combinatory formula for numbers of configurations to which it leads, also lead to all the equilibrium results which we have deduced by the quasi-chemical method. The two assumptions are in fact exactly equi valent to each other; what we have just proved may be described by saying th at the hypothesis of the non-interference of pairs, (8-7), implies all the results of the quasi-chemical method. The converse implication, which completes the proof of equivalence, has been proved recently in a paper by Chang (19396) . He has shown that the equations of Bethe's method for this case, which we have seen in § 5 to be equivalent to a quasi-chemical equilibrium, imply a combinatory formula which is equivalent to (8*7). We refer the reader for a proof to Chang's paper.
I t will be observed that, if we evaluate the logarithm of the partition function (8-8), we evaluate F(r, q) or F(6A, s). T and simple method of writing down F(r, q) or F(6A, s) explicitly, and we give the result, since it is not unlikely to prove of general utility in the future. By the general formula relating free energies and partition functions, using (8-8), F(r,q) = -JcT log g (N, r, (8T0) where x is the relevant root of (8-9), th at is, by (7-3),
y being short for e2*,kT -1. The values of 0A, and s in terms of r and q, according to (7-5) are given by (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) where x maximizes F(r, q) as a function of and is given by (8-11). I t may be shown th at in the simple case when = or 1, F(r,q) given by (8T3) reduces to F(s) given by (3-6), and further th at dF(s)/ds calculated from (8T3) agrees with (7-21). In computing dF(s)/ds we need not vary x. Equation (8-13) contains the whole of Bethe's first approximation, or the quasi-chemical method in its simplest and at the same time its most powerful and complete form.
F ur th er applications of the q u a si-chemical method
In this paper we have merely examined by the proposed new method the details of the formation of a super-lattice in a lattice of the simplest ab type. The new method, however, is so much more direct than Bethe's method as usually applied, that one is encouraged to formulate its application to more complicated types of lattice, in which super-lattice formation can be treated by Bethe's technique only with considerable difficulty. Peierls (1936) has already discussed an lattice of the type found in Cu 3A u by an extension of Bethe's method. He uses an approximation in which all the interactions between nearest neighbours in a group consisting of a central atom and its twelve neighbours are included explicitly, and other interactions taken into account by means of the e factors. This is an approximation in which the group contains rings of three nearest neigh bours, and is more elaborate than any case which can be treated directly by the quasi-chemical method. Peierls dismisses as insufficiently accurate in this case an approximation which could be treated quasi-chemically, and no results have been given for such an approximation, in which one proceeds on th e basis of the effective non-interference of pairs. In view, however, of (1) the intractable nature of the equations resulting from Peierls' approximation, (2) the certainty th at the results of the quasi chemical method will be at any rate more accurate than those of Bragg and Williams, and (3) the comparative simplicity of the equations, it seems well worth while to derive the results of the quasi-chemical method for lattices (Cu3Au type) and for other simple close-packed lattices. Their study seems likely to prove extremely helpful to a better understanding of the process of ordering in such lattices. Beside the ab3 type one can study in a similar way an ab close-packed lattice of CuAu type in which order means alternate planes of unlike atoms (Wilson 1938) . I t is more than likely th at the method is of still wider application, since it provides in all cases an approximation at least one stage better than th at provided by the approximation of Bragg and Williams. The results of course are no longer identical with those of an approximation as elaborate as th at used by Peierls. Results, however, obtained by the systematic exploration of the hypothesis of the non-interference of pairs (the quasi-chemical method) may nevertheless prove of considerable value.
Summary
This paper establishes the precise statistical basis of Bethe's method of discussing order-disorder phenomena in super-lattices in Bethe's first approximation. It shows th at for cubic lattices of the type here considered, in which all points of one super-lattice have as nearest neighbours points of the other super-lattice only, Bethe's first approximation is equivalent to the use of a method which we call the quasi-chemical method. The quasi chemical method is an approximation which proceeds by assuming that the bond between any pair of nearest neighbours may be treated as if it were a chemical molecule, and the number of arrangements with given numbers of bonds as if the bonds did not interfere with each other. This method had previously been devised by one of us for the class of assemblies called regular, but it has not previously been applied to assemblies with long range order.
In the simple case considered, all the details of Bethe's method and the quasi-chemical method and the approximation on which they are based, and the relationship between them, can be made perfectly explicit. There seems reason to hope that the greater power of these explicit methods may enable them to be applied successfully for more complicated lattices, for which at present only the much rougher approximation of Bragg and Williams can be carried through.
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